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Presentation Overview

- Content available within Wiley Online Library
- Benefits of using Wiley Online Library
- How to run effective searches
  - Simple and advanced searches
  - Searching within articles, journals and titles
  - Boolean operators
  - Saving searches and setting up alerts
- Resources for Authors and Researchers
- Poll!!
Content on Wiley Online Library

- **1,600+** peer reviewed journals (over 8 million articles)
- **20,000+** online books
- **200+** multi-volume references and handbooks
- **18** Current Protocols (Laboratory Manuals featuring over 18,000 protocols)
- **13** databases (chemistry & evidence based medicine)
Subject Coverage

The most extensive multi-disciplinary collection of online resources, with 126 sub-categories across:

- Agriculture, Aquaculture & Food Science
- Architecture & Planning
- Art & Applied Arts
- Business, Economics, Finance & Accounting
- Chemistry
- Computer Science and Information Technology
- Earth, Space & Environmental Sciences
- Humanities
- Law & Criminology
- Life Sciences
- Mathematics & Statistics
- Medicine
- Nursing, Dentistry and Healthcare
- Physical Sciences & Engineering
- Social & Behavioral Sciences
- Veterinary Medicine
- Psychology
Benefits
Wiley Online Library can help you...

- Look up high-quality scientific content related to keywords or topics.
- Stay up-to-date with what is published in your area of expertise.
- Discover trends in content that might help define our own research or manuscript.
- Prepare manuscripts, scientific communications, lectures or presentations.
- Cite content published by other experts, support their ideas or build on their research.
- Advance your career as a researcher, faculty member or expert.
How to run effective searches: Live Demo
Review of Basic Search

- Homepage search bar with predictive results
- Search by content type, publication year, name of publication and author
- Filters
- Refining you search
Summary of Advanced Search

- Do an advanced search using key terms
- Boolean operators
- Search for journals that match your key words
- Search by key words in a Journal or title
- Save a search
- Sign up for saved search alerts
Useful Resources for Authors and Researchers
Author Services: with you every step of the way

Find a journal for your research
Get help with preparing your manuscript
Learn about open access and open research
Find ways to promote your article

To learn more, visit https://authorservices.wiley.com/
Author Editing Services: From preparation to promotion...

Article Preparation Services

Expert help to ensure your manuscript is ready for submission
Comprehensive editing, translation, formatting, and design services to assist you with preparing your article to save you time and allow you to submit your manuscript with confidence.

Article Promotion Services

Extend the reach and impact of your research
Professional video, design, and writing services to create shareable video abstracts, infographics, conference posters, lay summaries, and research news stories to help get your work the attention it deserves.

To learn more, visit wileyeditingservices.com
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